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Carrier-Class Complete IPTV Solution

Complete End-to-End HD Streaming Solution Over the Internet

The MatrixStream IPTV solution is a complete end-to-end IPTV solution over the Internet. The entire solution
consists of backend middleware servers, HD streaming servers, end-to-end encryption and security, HD set top
boxes, PC clients, Andriod clients, and IOS viewing clients. The IMX M2200 middleware server is the brain that
controls the entire system. The IMX M2200 is designed to support an unlimited number of subscribers, to manage
all the secure transactions between servers and video clients, and to manage access to all the subscribers and
IPTV servers.

IPTV Solution Ready to Deploy Right Out of the Box

The IMX M2200 MatrixCast streaming IPTV solution is a true end-to-end IPTV solution ready to be deployed right
out of the box. Operators can quickly deploy a complete live TV over the Internet solution by using MatrixStream's
IMX e4090 HD Processors, IMX M2200 middleware servers, IMX live TV and VOD streaming servers, HD IP STBs,
and PC viewing clients without the normal requirements of fiber network and QoS. As a result, IPTV operators can
save a ton of headaches and money.

Middleware Server with Unlimited Subscriber Support

The MatrixStream IMX M2200 server is designed for service providers that want to have the option to expand their
IPTV services without a limit. Each IMX M2200 is capable of managing up to 50,000 subscribers. In order to
manage more subscribers, providers can simply add another IMX M2200 for an additional 50,000 subscribers
support. The M2200 manages all the IPTV system’s video clients. Additonally, the server comes with billing data
and API, video storage and management, subscriber management, end-to-end video encryption, and web-based
management software. The IMX M2200 supports both streaming from live TV with the IMX i2410/X1i Live TV
MatrixCast streaming servers and VOD using IMX v2420/X1v VOD MatrixCast streaming servers.

Full Home Theater Experience Over the Internet

The MatrixStream end-to-end IPTV solution supports SD/HD video streaming and AC 3/AAC multichannel 5.1
digital sound over the Internet. This provides a far superior user experience than typical IP-based videos where
only two-channel sound is supported. Additionally, the MatrixCast IPTV solution supports instand video loading and
under 500ms fast channel changing. This means users can have the full home theater experience similar to what
they can get with a DVD or a Blue Ray player over the Internet.

Web-Based Management and Third-Party Billing Integration

The IMX M2200 can be managed by using the built-in Web-based management tools. Operators can perform
normal IPTV functions such as adding/deleting users, adding/removing videos, modifying video meta data,
adding/deleting live TV channels, changing security configurations, and other tasks. Additionally, the IMX M2200
can be easily integrated with third-party user authentication using LDAP. As for billing, the M2200 can easily
integrated with third-party billing systems so operators don’t have to learn a new IPTV billing system.

Carrier-Class N+1 Cluster Redundancy and Expandability

The IMX M2200 supports N+1 clustering for redundancy and expandability. In order to double the maximum
number of viewers supported, operators can simply add another IMX M2200 to the cluster. Each IMX M2200 can
be configured with a backup server in case of failure. The M2200 server also comes with dual power supplies for
extra redundancy.

Easy to Deploy with Full Security

The MatrixCast IPTV streaming solution is easy to deploy over an existing broadband IP network. The MatrixCast
streaming protocol is firewall and NAT friendly. At the same time, the IMX MatrixCast streaming solution comes
with full conditional access security and built-in MatrixCrypt encryption protocol to protect video streams. With
additional integration, the MatrixCast streaming system is capable of supporting third party DRM (Digital Rights
Management) systems. In addition, all the video clients supported by the MatrixCast IPTV system are native clients
that are optimized and secure. This is especially important to premium content providers where security is one of
the top priorities. Unlike typical Web-based video solutions where security is severely lacking, the MatrixCrypt
solution is truly secure end-to-end.
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n Telcos - Allows telcos to start IPTV
services instantly over the IP network they
currently own without any expensive
network upgrades. Allows telcos to
generate additional revenue by offering
voice, data, and video “triple play” services
to existing customers.

nCLEC IPTV - CLECs can start IPTV
services over the existing broadband IP
network they already own without
expensive upgrades.

nDistance Learning - Teachers can offer
students live video learning or on-demand
educational videos.

n Ethnic Content - Foreign-born nationals
can watch movies and news from their
countries anywhere right over the Internet.

nCampus Entertainment - Students on
campus can view taped lectures, movies,
and sporting events over the campus IP
network.

nMulti-Site Corporate Training -
Corporations can provide high quality
video training to customers and employees
over their existing broadband IP network.

nHospitality - Hotels can offer HD IPTV
to guests over their in-room TVs. IPTV
servers allow visitors to access a huge
library of videos.

nMulti Dwelling - Apartment complexes
can offer HD live TV and VOD IPTV
services to all the renters.

n Localized Content - Local service
providers can offer local events
on-demand to subscribers over the
Internet. Events such as local town hall
meetings, high school football games, and
basketball games can now be available
over the Internet live or on-demand.
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g Key Features
Authentication

Content Upload

Content Security

Web Management

Codecs

Multilingual

EPG (Electronic
Program Guide)

Remote Service

High Performance

Redundancy

Maximum Viewers

Video Storage

Server Support

Technical Specifications

Support

Warranty

Ethernet Port

Dimensions

Weight

Custom support plan available

Standard 1-year hardware and software

2 x 1 Gbps network ports main plus 2 x 1 Gbps network ports backup

Standard 19" rack mountable front and back
IMX X1v - 17.2" (W) X 28.5" (D) X 3.5” (H) or 2U

60 lbs. 80 lbs in shipping box on pallet.

Management

Environmental

Power

Safety

Part Number

LCD panel and Web interface

Operating Temperature: 0 degree to 40 degree C
Humidity: 0% to 90%, non-condensing

720 watts redundant dual power supply, 110-230VAC

Emissions: CSA, CE, UL

IMXM2200-MCP - IMX M2200 server
IMXM2200-CLOUD-DP - IMX M2200 Cloud Edition

Account authentication includes user password login support. The membership database can be stored on a local or remote database via SQL. Built-in user
monitoring denies duplicate logins or account sharing. User logs are saved in XML format for further data mining and analysis.

Web-based video upload using a web browser or an upload client. Batch functions allow operators to automate the distribution of large volumes of videos.

Each stream is protected by the built-in MatrixCrypt encryption protocol. Additionally, third party DRM (Digital Rights Management) system can be supported wtih
non-recurring engineering fee.

The IMX M2200 is managed through the built-in Web-based interface. An IPTV administrator can access all the admin features through a HTTP browser with the
right security permission. Upload the videos into the EPG using the built-in web-based interface. Video content can be programmed to release automatically by date.

The IMX M2200 supports the following: H.264 and MPEG 4 Part 10 video codec and AC3/AAC multichannel 5.1 digital sound via MatrixCast streaming protocol.

The IMX M2200 supports display in multiple foreign languages. The system fully supports double-byte characters such as Chinese or Japanese.

The IMX M2200 delivers a multilingual electronic program guide to the set top box and the PC. Any EPG update is performed in real time and controlled by the
operator's web-based management console.

All thin client operations such as software upgrades, user access, and programming the EPG can be remotely managed by the IMX M2200 management server.

Ultra fast processors with hyperthreading support ensure fast processing of content delivery. The IMX M2200 is based on embedded 64 bit OS architecture. The
IMX M2200 comes with 4 high-speed gigabit ports for redundacy and backup.

The IMX M2200 supports N+1 cluster configuration. Each IMX M2200 will back up other IMX M2200s in a case of a system failure.

Each IMX M2200 can manage up to 50,000 viewers. IPTV operators can add additional viewers via user license packs and additional IMX M2200 servers. There is
no limit on the number of viewers in an IMX M2200 cluster deployment.

The IMX M2200 supports MatrixCloud’s VOD Storage server, external NFS share, and iSCSI SAN/NAS storage. The IMX M2200 is designed to work with videos
encoded in various bitrates. All the meta data for videos are updated by using IMX M2200’s Web-based IPTV interface.

IMX M2200 works seamlessly with IMX i2410/IMX X1i live TV MatrixCast streaming server and IMX E4010/IMX E4080HD H.264 video Processor for live IPTV
streaming support. The IMX M2200 also works with the IMX v2420/X1v VOD MatrixCast streaming server for VOD over the Internet support.
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IP network

MX 1100 PC Viewer

IMX M2200 Middleware Server

IMX X1i Live TV Streaming Server

IMX X1v VOD Streaming Server
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IMX e4090HD Video Processor

MX 2 HD STB

IMX e4100 Video Gateway

Apple iPhone/iPad Player

Android Phone/Tablet Player


